For Your Driving

Safe Driving Tips from Dave

Tips for Assessing Safe Drivers—What to look for:

⇒ Does not ride clutch or use clutch roughly ⇒ Selects correct gear on upgrade/downgrade
⇒ Stays off cell phone/radio ⇒ Minimal use of horn
⇒ Minimal lane changes ⇒ Proper Shifting
⇒ Seat belt use ⇒ Stays in low gear
⇒ Clutch brake ⇒ Shifting pattern
⇒ Yields right of way, is courteous ⇒ Maintains following distances
⇒ Anticipates stops—looking ahead ⇒ Stays in right lane on curves and hills
⇒ Stays in right lane at traffic light with two left turn lanes
⇒ Varies speed to meet conditions (weather, schools, entering intersections)
⇒ Approaches green lights prepared to stop

More safe operating guidance from Dave at: http://dave.isrisafety.org
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